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Our Story

The Beginning
In the genesis of our Journey, a close-knit alllance of seasoned 
business leaders and forex traders, bolstered by Investments from 
global luminaries In Canada, Singapore, UAE, and Saudi Arabla, 
formed the bedrock of our endeavors. While our foray Into the Utility 
token sphere Initially encountered challenges, It Ignited a resolute 
commitment to establish a trustworthy venture.

Our token finds guardianship in the metaphorical 'Sempsuns family,' 
a symbol of our founders' three decades of friendship and business 
acumen. Weathering storms in the corporate landscape, they 
embody the visionary essence of the 'Sempsuns family,' adept at 
foreseeing economic shifts.

Enter our Innovative realm, where Al and blockchain converge to 
construct a resillent platform, Impervious to scams. Our dedication to 
ploneering solutions grows in tandem with the trust we cultivate. 
Collaborating with esteemed developers renowned for projects such 
as Zelda/Lambu Innu and E-liberty Blockchain, they have embraced 
our vision, becoming Integral members of the Sempsuns Family.

Our mission extends beyond profit; it is a commitment to empower 
the masses. By championing financial literacy, assuring sound 
investments, and offering guidance in leadership, we aspire to shape 
a luminous future. Join us in this transformative Journey, where 
Innovation, trust, and Inclusivity converge to redefine possibilities.
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Token Introduction
Introducing Token, a revolutionary venture born from the collective 
wisdom of seasoned business leaders, ccomplished forex traders, and 
the backing of elite global Investors. Our Journey, Initially marked by 
challenges in the Utility tokens landscape, has fueled an unwavering 
commitment to redefine reliability and trust in the crypto sphere.

Embodying the ethos of the metaphorical 'Sempsuns family,' our 
founders, with a rich tapestry of 30 years of friendship and business 
acumen, stand as sentinels guiding Token through uncharted 
territories. Drawing Inspiration from their realllence and foresight In 
navigating economic shifts, Token emerges as a beacon of Innovation 
and dependability.

In a landscape rife with uncertainties, Token leverages the power of Al 
and blockchain, underpinned by the expertise of top-tler developers 
renowned for their contributions to projects like Zelda/Lambu Innu 
and E-llberty Blockchain. These developers, now Integral members of 
the Sempaune Family, are Instrumental in shaping the robust 
foundation of Token.

More than a token. Token signifies a commitment to the majority-a 
promise of financial literacy, sound investments, and leadership 
guidance. As we embark on this transformative Journey, we invite you 
to join us in shaping a future where Innovation, trust, and Inclusivity 
converge, opening new horizons in the world of cryptocurrency. 
Welcome to the Token revolution-where possibilities know no 
bounds. 
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Developers

The SempsunAi2.0 Token, featuring its unparalleled ecosystem, 
stands as a formidable bridge connecting the crypto and retail worlds. 
Through our innovative SmAi Cashback Mall, it links users directly to 
over 8,000 globally recognized shopping brands, offering a seamless 
integration of spending and earning in crypto with everyday 
shopping. Simultaneously, it acts as a protective gateway for 
newcomers to the crypto space, ensuring their journey is 
safeguarded, streamlined, and simplified. This is achieved through 
our revolutionary application, the Sempsun Gradio App, which 
demystifies the crypto experience, making it accessible and secure for 
everyone. This unique combination of features positions the 
SempsunAi2.0 Token as a key player in merging the digital currency 
landscape with the retail experience, fostering a new era of financial 
engagement and consumer empowerment.

Excellent world class specialists who have been significantly involved 
in the blockchain and crypto currency business for 12 years and have 
successfully coded many large projects such as Zelda INNU , Lambo 
Innu, Metavers VR , E-liberty Block Chain many billion dollar projects.

They met the founders and were impressed by their success in
several international industry fields, but most of all by their dedication 
and determination to create a project that will rid the industry of 
cheap scammers and make it the new safe bride for people's financial 
growth and freedom.
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Founders
Our project's journey started with experienced founders who were 
successful businesspeople and forex traders. After years of 
involvement in the meme token industry, they faced rug pulls and 
scams, motivating them to pool their experience, funds, and talent to 
create an authentic project.

This token is backed by the Sempsuns family's watchful eye, 
embracing the future marvels fueled by the fiery passion of Artificial 
Intelligence, ensuring its longevity with the blockchain. Our primary 
objective is to protect people from scammers and unscrupulous 
founders.

As long as the community supports us, we are committed to adding 
valuable services and wealth enhancements. We, the ten founders, 
come from various successful backgrounds, such as finance, trades, 
engineering, real estate, market analysis, training, coaching, and AI 
with over 30 years of experience. We have partnered with 
internationally recognized smart contract developers and coders, who 
believe in our vision and have a vast blockchain experience.

Together, our goal is to support over 98% of hardworking individuals 
by providing financial education, positive investment portfolios, and 
essential leadership and communication skills for their personal and 
financial growth through unique and engaging methodologies. Join 
our family on this exciting journey to a bright financial future!
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Objectives

Longevity and Sustainability:
Establish a foundation for 
long-term success by 
integrating Artificial Intelligence 
and blockchain, ensuring the 
token's viability and adaptability 
in evolving market conditions.

2Trust and Security: 
Build a token ecosystem that 
prioritizes security and trust, 
safeguarding our community 
from scams and fraudulent 
activites  

1

Community Empowerment:
Empower our community 
through valuable services and 
wealth enhancements, fostering 
financial education and positive 
investment opportunities for 
personal and financial growth. 

3

Inclusivity:
Support over 98% of hardworking 
individuals by providing 
accessible financial education, 
diverse investment portfolios, 
and essential leadership and 
communication skills. 
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Objectives

Innovative Educational
Campaigns:
Launch educational campaigns 
to inform the community about 
the risks associated with the 
crypto space, providing 
resources and guides to 
identify trustworthy pro jects.

Transparency and
Communication:
Maintain transparency in project 
development, regularly updating 
the community on milestones, 
initiatives, and any relevant 
information to build trust and 
foster an in formed community. 

5

Strategic Partnerships:
Form strategic alliances with 
internationally recognized 
smart contract developers, 
coders, influencers, and 
organizations to strengthen 
our project's credibility and 
broaden our reach.

Vibrant Community 
Engagement:
Foster an active and engaged 
community through various 
chan nels, encouraging 
discussions, fee dback, and 
collaboration to en- hance the 
project's features and user 
experience.

6

7
8
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Bart, now a teoh-savvy entrepreneur, had developed a 
groundbreaking Al technology oalled "Sempsuns Al Token." This 
token utilized advanoed algorithms and machine learning to enhance 
financial transactions and revolutionize the way people Interaoted 
with digital ourrenoles.
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Why SempsunAi 2.0?

Exclusive Smart Contract Development:
SempsunA12.0 is not a run-of-the-mill token. Its smart contract is 
custom-bullt by an elite developer known for their work on Zelda 
Innu, Lambo Innu, Metaverse VR, and the pioneering E-liberty 
Blockchain, ensuring superior functionality and fortified security.

Market Integrity Features:
With embedded anti-whale and anti-sniper protocols, the token's 
market is shielded against manipulative practices, promoting 
equitable and stable trading conditions.

Active Social Presence:
SempsunA12.0's consistent engagement across social media 
platforms ensures Investors are always in the loop, fostering a vibrant 
and transparent community.

Stable Taxation Policy:
Transactions Involving the token are subject to a consistent tax rate, 
avoiding unexpected fees and enabling more predictable financial 
management.

Comprehensive Audits:
SempsunA12.0 has passed thorough audits by blockchain security 
authorities, Including Certik and SourceHat, providing an extra layer of 
trust and assurance.

Locked Liquidity:
Liquidity for the token is securely locked with UNCX, a network 
celebrated for its stringent security measures, virtually eliminating the 
risk of a rug pull.

Innovative Token Economics:
The Dragon Wallet is the token's self-reducing supply feature, which 
may enhance Its value over time through a designed scarcity.
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Why SempsunAi 2.0?

Reinvestment for Growth:
A 2% tax on transactions feeds back into the liquidity pool, reinforcing 
market stability and fostering the token's continual expansion.

Platform Registration:
SempsunA12.0 is registered on prominent platforms like 
CoinMarketCap, CoinGecko, DexTools, and UniSwap, making it readily 
tradable and its performance easily trackable.

Passive Income Opportunities:
Possibilities for earning passive Income through staking, farming, and 
the SempsunAl trading protocol amplify the token's appeal.

Investor Protection Focus:
A core tenet of SempsunA12.0 Is the protection of Investors from 
prevalent Defi scams, alming to create a secure and Ilberating financial 
ecosystem.

Secure Web Presence:
The project's website is fortified with SSL encryption, securing users' 
data against digital threats.

Unalterable Supply:
The fixed supply has been entirely burned on UniSwap, creating an 
Immutable scarcity that could escalate the token's worth.

High Trust Score:
Dextools.lo has given SempsunA12.0 a near-perfect trust score, a 
testament to the project's commitment to transparency and security.

DAO Authenticity:
As a bona fide DAO, SempsunAi2.0 offers a sustainable and durable 
Investment opportunity on the blockchain.



Rapid Growth Trajectory:
The token rapidly hit a $10M market cap post-launch, signaling 
substantial rewards for early backers and suggesting a promising 
growth trajectory.

Expert Backing:
The project is helmed by a powerhouse team responsible for 
establishing 20 successful companies across diverse sectors, 
accumulating a net worth of $700M, ensuring sagacious guidance and 
robust performance.

Cutting-Edge Security App:
The Sempsun Al Gardyo App employs advanced Al to deliver rigorous 
security evaluations of token contracts, making crypto entry safer and 
simpler for newbles.

Prepped for Growth:
With strategic marketing campaigns and a lineup of upcoming major 
exchange listings. SempsunA12.0 is on the cusp of significant 
expansion.

Revolutionary Ecosystem Connection:
The SmAl CashBack Mall is a groundbreaking bridge between retall 
and crypto, offering significant token cashback on everyday purchases, 
thus boosting savings and Investment growth for token holders.

Flawless Blockchain Transactions:
Leveraging Python machine learning, the smart contract has flawlessly 
executed over 10,000 transactions, exemplifying rellability and 
minimizing error potential.
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Equality and Accessibility:
The absence of a blacklisting function within SempsunAi2.0's 
framework exemplifies its commitment to Inclusivity and equal 
opportunity for all Investors.
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Why SempsunAi 2.0?

Join us for an 
Investment in the 
future.

SempsunAi2.0 represents a holistic financial ecosystem, expertly crafted 
to offer security, growth, and a flourishing community.
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Market Research and Timing 
with BTC and ETH ETFs 

Market Research and Timing with BTC and ETH ETFs In the fast-paced 
world of cryptocurrency, timing plays a pivotal role in ensuring the 
success of new tokens. As we approach the launch of SempsunA12.0 
on 13th March, we are not only cognizant of the upcoming Bitcoin 
halving but also the transformative potential of Bitcoin and Ethereum 
ETFs, which are anticipated to make a significant splash in the 
investment community.

Bitcoin and Ethereum ETFs Overview:
ETFs act as a bridge for traditional Investors to engage with 
cryptocurrencies in a regulated framework, which could lead to an 
influx of institutional and retail investment. The creation and trading 
of BTC and ETH ETFS would enhance liquidity and add a layer of 
stability to the crypto market, driving up demand and prices.

Historical Analysis and ETF Synergy:
Historically, Bitcoin halvings have preceded major bull markets. The 
Introduction of BTC ETFs could magnify the post-halving railles 
observed in the past. Similarly, the launch of ETH ETFS could further 
validate Ethereum's utility, boosting the ecosystem surrounding 
ERC20 tokens, such as SempsunA12.0. Our token's entry is 
strategically aligned to capitalize on these market developments.

Market Influence:
The arrival of BTC and ETH ETFs represents a milestone for the crypto 
market, signaling maturity and acceptance. The SempsunA12.0 
launch is timed to leverage the positive sentiment and heightened 
Investor Interest that typically accompanies such events.
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Timing Rationale for Token Launch:
The launch date of 13th March has been meticulously chosen to 
position SempsunA12.0 advantageously ahead of the Bitcoin halving 
and potential ETF launches. This places our token in a prime spot 
during a period of escalated market activity and burgeoning Investor 
Interest.

Data-Driven Projections:
The Intersection of the Bitcoin halving event with the nascent BTC 
and ETH ETF markets is expected to yield:
- An escalation in market liquidity and trading activity.
- A robust Increase in the valuation of associated cryptocurrencies.
- Heightened visibility and Investor Interest in tokens underpinned by 
solid fundamentals, like SempsunA12.0.

Expert Opinions and References:
Thought leaders and financial analysts, such as Thomas Lee of 
Fundstrat, PlanB with the Stock-to-Flow model, Lyn Alden with her 
macroeconomic lens, and Willy Woo with his on-chain analysis, 
concur on the bullish ramifications of BTC and ETH ETFs, especially 
when coupled with Bitcoin halving events. Laura Shin's "Unchained" 
podcast offers anecdotal evidence of growing market optimism 
during these periods, further substantiating our strategic launch 
timing.

Conclusion:
Our decision to align the SempsunA12.0 launch with the anticipated 
Bitcoin halving and the potential advent of BTC and ETH ETFs is a 
deliberate move, grounded in data and expert forecasting. By timing 
our entry to coincide with these pivotal market shifts, we alm to 
maximize exposure, capture growing Investor Interest, and ride the 
wave of positive market sentiment, ensuring a triumphant debut for 
SempsunA12.0 In the competitive crypto arena.
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Road Map



Phase 1:
Foundation Building
(Target $10M Market Cap & 2000 Holders ) 
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Road Map

Designing Captivating Branding, Logos, and Marketing Material:
Craft a visually appealing brand Identity, Including logos and 
marketing materials, to create a strong and memorable first 
impression.

Social Media Campaigns (Target: 5000 Members on Telegram, 3000 
Twitter, and 10,000 on Instagram, Discord, and Facebook):
Execute targeted campaigns to build a robust community across 
various social media platforms, focusing on quality engagement and 
growth.

Registrations on CM, CG, DEXTOOLS & UniSwap:
Complete registrations on prominent cryptocurrency Iisting 
platforms, Including CoinMarketCap, CoinGecko, DEXTools, and 
UniSwap, enhancing visibility within the crypto community.

Huge Influencers Marketing Campaign:
Launch an extensive marketing campaign with influential figures in 
the cryptocurrency space to amplify brand recognition and reach a 
broader audience.

Renouncing the Contract & Locking Liquidity:
Ensure transparency and trust by renouncing the contract, providing 
community assurance, and locking liquidity to foster a secure 
environment.

DEXTools Trending Campaign:
Launch campaigns to trend on DEXTools, maximizing exposure and 
attracting attention from potential Investors and enthusiasts.
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Road Map

Weekly Draws on Huge Prizes:
Execute a stealthy and strategloally timed zero-hour launch, creating 
a sense of exclusivity and excitement within the community.

Launching Social Media Channels:
Initiate and optimize social media platforms, Including Telegram, 
Twitter, Pinterest, Instagram, Discord, and Facebook, setting the stage 
for community engagement.

Finalizing Web3 Full SSL Secured Website:
Develop and secure a Web3-enabled website ensuring full SSL 
encryption to provide a safe and seamless user experience.

Stealth Secret Zero Hour Launch:
Execute a stealthy and strategically timed zero-hour launch, creating 
a sense of exclusivity and excitement within the community.

ETH Trending Campaign:
Capitalize on the trending potential of Ethereum by running 
campaigns to maximize visibility on platforms associated with ETH. 
fostering credibility and Interest.

Pre-Launoh Huge Marketing Campaign to Spread Awareness:
Implement a comprehensive pre-launch marketing campaign across 
social media channels, crypto forums, and relevant communities to 
create anticipation and generate widespread awareness.

This comprehensive Phase I strategy aims to establish a strong 
foundation for the project by creating a captivating brand presence, 
building an engaged community across various social media 
platforms, ensuring transparency and security, and maximizing 
visibility on key cryptocurrency listing platforms. The culmination of 
these efforts will pave the way for a successful secret launch and 
heightened awareness within the crypto space.



Phase 2:
Expansion and Innovation
(Target $100M Market Cap & 20000 Holders)
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Road Map

Developing Community Passive Rewards (Farming, Staking): 
Implement passive Income opportunities for the community through 
farming and staking mechanisms, enhancing token utility and 
encouraging long-term engagement all of those services will be 
provided throw the licensed exchanges.

Partnerships with Dubal-based, Singapore, and USA Companies:
Establish strategic partnerships with companies based in prominent 
global hubs like Dubai, Singapore, and the USA to strengthen the 
project's International presence and credibilit.

Sempsun Al 2.0Stars Business Launch:
Following the acquisition of all necessary licenses and approvals, 
Sempsun Al 2.0 will host a grand seven-star event in Dubal, signaling 
the official launch of our groundbreaking project. This high-profile 
event will be situated in an exclusive locale, featuring world-renowned 
space experts, the founders of Sempsun Al, and a select gathering of 
distinguished guests from our founders' personal and professional 
networks. The launch will be live-streamed globally, allowing 
audiences around the world to partake in the festivities through 
various social media and media channels.

This phase focuses on expanding the project's reach through 
Influential marketing, embracing emerging trends with the NFT 
collections, Incentivizing community listings, and creating passive 
Income opportunities for token holders. Furthermore, strategic 
partnerships with globally recognized companies will contribute to 
the project's growth and recognition on an international scale.



Phase 3:
Strategic Expansion and Innovation
(Target $500M Market Cap & 100000 Holders) 
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Road Map

Huge Influencers & Major Press Releases Marketing Campalan: 
Execute a high-impact marketing campagn leveraging major 
Intuencers in the crypto space and securing press releases to 
maximize brand exposure and credibility.

Launching Community Passive Rewards (Farming, Staking):
Introduce community-driven passive Income opportunities through 
farming and staking mechanisms, encouraging long-term 
participation and loyalty those options will be offered on the portals of 
our partnered licensed exchanges.

Partnerships with Dubai-based, Singapore and USA Companies: 
Strengthen International ties by forming strategic partnerships with 
reputable companies based in key global hubs, such as Dubal, 
Singapore, and the USA, to bolster the prolect's credibility and reach.

Launching NFT collections:
Officially launch the NFT collections with unique utilities, providing a 
platform for artists. creators, and collectors to engage in a 
decentralized and vibrant ecosystem.

Launching Sempsun Online Live Academy (Live & Online Events):
Inaugurate the Sempsun Online Live Academy, hosting live and online 
events focused on blockchain technology, cryptocurrency, financial 
literacy, and other relevant topics, fostering education and 
community engagement.



Website Complete Back Office Development:
We will craft a comprehensive back-end system for our platform using 
React, ensuring that all SmAi2.0 token holders enjoy full access to 
features tailored to their subscription tier. Each user's token holdings 
will be verified to unlock appropriate levels of access and  
authentication. Our token holders will be classified into four distinct 
tiers: Bronze, Gold, Diamond, and Ambassador, each with varying 
benefits, value, and voting power, corresponding to their level of 
investment.

Cashback online shopping Mall Integration:
The Sempsun Ai 2.0 online shopping mall is a pioneering platform in 
the DeFi industry, uniquely bridging everyday shopping with the digital 
finance world. This platform enables shoppers to earn cashback in 
Sempsun Ai 2.0 tokens from a network of over 8,000 global and local 
prestigious brands. It's designed to effortlessly integrate the daily habit 
of shopping with the growth of the users' digital asset portfolios, 
establishing a robust ecosystem that rewards consumers within their 
regular lifestyle activities.

Launching Sempsun Al Gardo Mobile Applloation:
A cross-platform mobile application named as Sempsun Ai Gardyo App. 
A groundbreaking tool designed to enhance the safety and ease of 
entry for newcomers to cryptocurrency and DeFi. It utilizes a 
sophisticated AI methodology to perform extensive security scans of 
token contracts by interfacing with over 200 leading security scanners, 
including CertiK and SourceHat. The app's algorithm examines over 
470 unique points to identify potential threats, providing users with an 
easy-to-understand security score for each token. This system aims to 
significantly mitigate risks and scams, while also offering a simplified 
two click purchase process through partnerships with licensed 
payment providers, making the complex world of token swapping 
more accessible to users.
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Road Map

Tier I Exchanges Listing:
Secure listings on Tier 1 cryptocurrency exchanges to enhance 
liquidity, visibility, and accessibility for a broader range of investors.

This phase is dedicated to strategic expansion and Innovation, 
encompassing influencer marketing, major press releases, the 
launch of critic al features such as the NFT marketplace and 
SempsunAl 2.0, tier I exchange listings, community passive 
rewards, partnerships with International companies, and the 
Introduction of educational Initiatives through the Sempsun Online 
Live Academy. These Initiatives collectively aim to position the 
project as a trailblazer in the blockchain space, driving sustained 
growth community empowerment.



www.sempsun.ai

@SempsunAi


